Does God like 3D printed buildings
Professor Jan Søndergaard, Partner in KHR architecture
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THE CIVILIZATIONS OF PERU lay along the narrow coastal
ading,
after the rise of the Incas, to the uplands of the Andes. On th
e land
was mainly level and the town plan was usually gridiron or
ar. At
Chanchan (153) (thirteenth to fifteenth centuries), near Truj
·them
Peru, the city was composed of the individual rectangular w:
�sures
of the palaces, not necessarily parallel one to another bt
gly a
coherent whole. The Inca cities of the Andes set out to be g1
rectangular, but geometry was distorted by the overwhelming to
. The
extreme example is Machu Picchu (154) (c. 1500), a citac
6 the
mountains with an almost sheer drop of some two thousand feet to the River
Urubamba. The plan (155) shows the organic disposition of the parts. To
the south are some of the descending agricultural terraces; to the north-west
are the religious precincts and in the centre places of assembly; to the south
and east, the town proper, the richer houses grouped round courtyards,
the humbler in parallel terraces. Subsistence was from the terraces, fed by
water channels, and consisted mainly of maize, cocoa and peppers. The
stonework (156) is unique to the Incas. Each stone was treated individually
with either a convex or concave curve to fit its adjoining stone, presumably
to resist earthquakes.
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Excavating the underground spaces, that will provide
maximum protectiion from dangerous radiation events
like solar flares

Do we innovate
because we have a clear interesting vision?
or only
because the technological possibility exists?

erspective

ITECTURAL CONCEPT

revealing a dramatic 'architectural promenade'. At the same

PROGRAMME DISTRIBUTION

commercial areas line the perimeter of the entrance halls. Som

ey challenge was to create an urban event space and

time the canyon offers a spectacular point of arrival for those

The distribution of the key functional categories follows logically

are also scattered in the depths of these halls. There is also

nunication hub initiated by a train buried 25m under

travelling to Florence on the new train. Passengers have direct

from the two conditions that determine the programmatic layout

narrow, continuous layer of commercial spaces at the interfa"

nd. The task is to give expression to this hidden life-line

glimpses of the sky as soon as they step off the train and in ad

of the scheme: access from the two opposite ends of the site;

between the 'kiss and ride' taxi strips and the upper levels

o bring this underground event to the urban surface.

dition the canyon offers them an infallible means of orientation

and the requirement for a single Passenger Centre.

the large entrance halls where they have maximum expos1:.1

his primary task is therefore the point of departure: to split

in both directions - no trivial matter in a station that measures

ound and reveal the deep interior of the station.

450m in length.

A large entrance hall with commercial spaces is located on
either side, while the Passenger Centre is located in the middle.

and are accessible from both inside (the hall) and outside (th
curbside).

he slit is articulated as a tectonic fault-line along which

The two sides of the canyon lean inwards and, at precise

The configuration resembles a bow-tie: the two entrance halls act

ide lifts up while the other side bulges slightly under the

moments, connect. This device ensures that no further structure

as funnels that gather and concentrate the flows towards the

FLOW OF PASSENGERS

ure from below.

is required to support this imposing space.

central knot of the Passenger Centre (ticketing).

The flow of passengers is strictly separated from the flow of good

his tectonic shift is the way of mediating the existing bank

The proposed architectural language is geared towards

This also works in section: the multilevel entrance halls pick

Passengers are fed into the system from a double-level acce

Nated railway lines on the eastern boundary of the site

the articulation of movement and allows for the smooth in

up the flows from ground level and bring them halfway down into

road located along the eastern edge of the site. A sunken servi

the lower urban level on the western side (the former

tegration of all the flows and traffic lines that intersect the

the Passenger Centre. From the Centre the passengers descend

road brings in all the goods from the western edge of the site.

, Ii area). Between the two sides a deep canyon connecting

new transport interchange. It ties in naturally with the bundle

to two orientation platforms that hover above the tracks at either

Passenger access is on two levels: there is one road for tax

wo main entrances is opened up along almost the whole

of railway lines, tramways and roads that characterise the

end of the station.

h of the station.
l
n addition, the play with large tectonic gestures permits the

given urban field.

The other key programmatic differentiation is based on the

above it. From here passengers arriving by road are broug

This dynamic quality of the urban figure is pursued further

clear distinction between public spaces and serving spaces. The

together with those arriving on foot or by public transport. Th

ith, natural mediation of the considerable differences in

within the interior of the building where the curvilinear geometry

public spaces are all gathered around the canyon. The canyon

all meet in the two large entrance halls that stretch along bot

that exist between the northern and southern entrances

of the space is determined by the pedestrian trajectories.

and buses with a separate road for private cars ('kiss and ride

acts like a large atrium: it facilitates visual connections and the

sides of the scheme taking them towards the centre of the spa

The facilitation of obvious and easy access, as well as the

deep visual penetration of the space. The inner public space is

where the Passenger Centre is located. It is visible across th

-he device of the fault-line/canyon means that all overground

smooth guidance of all movements within, is the fundamental

then wrapped with a thick skin of serving spaces. This way all

canyon. Ramp-bridges lead from the two entrance halls dow

cures naturally lead downwards into the heart of the station,

ethos of the design.

public and commercial spaces have adjacent serving spaces. The

into the central ticketing area.

e site.
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